
Eisl Old style
Jednopáková dřezová baterie v retro stylu. Výška baterie 28,5 cm.

EAN: 4008431725000

110,40 €
92,00 € bez DPH

The Eisl Old Style kitchen faucet will be the highlight of your kitchen. This freestanding kitchen faucet
is a design model with precise craftsmanship. The retro water tap kitchen faucet will  look great in
combination with a ceramic sink. In unique interiors with a rustic and retro look, the retro-style faucet
becomes a great accessory.

With this stylish battery, you can not only bring beauty of the past to your kitchen, but also the comfort
and functionality of modern times. Bring your kitchen to life and let yourself be enchanted by the magic
of retro style!

Single lever sink mixer Eisl Old Style with an energy saving cold start function - this means that when
the lever is in the middle position, only cold water flows in.

Kitchen faucet with 360° swivel spout - also ideal for double sinks. Easy installation thanks to a quick
installation kit (central screw fixing) and a multilingual illustrated installation manual.

We offer this battery in a variety of colors.

Shiny chrome

Key features of the Eisl Old Style sink faucet

elegant freestanding faucet with a high curved spout
energy saving thanks to the cold start feature
Attractive appearance and perfect workmanship
designed for retro kitchen style
kitchen faucet with a 360° swivel spout, ideal for double sinks.
silent easily replaceable cartridge with ceramic seal
German quality



EASY  ASSEMBLY  thanks  to  the  supplied  assembly  kit  with  all  the  necessary  components  and  the
assembly instructions, installation is a breeze.

Parts of the packaging:

Instructions



Parameters
Battery appearance
Battery shape: Rustikální - Rustic
Surface treatment: Shiny chrome
Battery function
Retractable nozzle: No
Switching aerator / shower: No
Turning head.: about 360 degrees
Battery management: Leverage
Battery for "two waters" (for filtered water): No
In general
Cartridge type: Ceramic
Average cartridge: 35 mm
Length of connecting hoses (cm): 2 x 50 cm
Screwing hoses: "0" - connection of flex hoses 3/8"
Warranty: 2
Battery height (cm): 28.5
Product TARIC code: 84818011
Battery packaging dimensions (cm)
Width of the packaging: 28
Height of the packaging: 7
Depth of the packaging: 30
Weight including packaging (kg): 1.5



  

 


